Recently Kouvel and Comly [5] extended these measurements in to the paramagnetic region of Ni concentration (0.32 < x < 0.44). From their bulk magnetization measurements they find that zero-field susceptibility x0 has the form In eq. (I), X' is essentially independent of temperature and Ni concentration. In the Curie-Weiss term, B and 8 decrease with decreasing Ni concentration, and in particular 8 becomes negative (indicating antiferromagnetic interaction between clusters) below x 0.39.
To account for the Curie-Weiss susceptibility and for the variation of 8 with x, we propose a model of localized magnetic clusters interacting via the itinerant electrons. The clusters are randomly distributed in the alloy, each one extending over a large number of neighbouring sites (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . The itinerant electrons interact with the magnetic moment of each cluster as a whole, rather than with its atomic constituents. Thus, the interaction Hamiltonian is
Here R, are the (random) coordinates of the (center of the) n-th cluster, R i the coordinates of the itinerant electrons. S, is the n-th cluster spin operator and s(ri) the spin operator of the itinerant electrons. J(R, -ri) is the interaction coupling and has a finite range in space, of the order of the cluster size.
The cluster spin susceptibility can be expressed by where the sum extends over the cluster coordinates.
x,,, is the time integral of the correlation < Sn(t)
Sm ( where the non-interacting spin susceptibility is given by M being the (average) cluster magnetic moment. The cluster-cluster effective interaction mediated by the itinerant electrons is given by where ~, ( q ) is the itinerant electron spin density susceptibility. Since J(r) has a finite extent in space, of the order of a mean cluster size, J2(q) is very small outside the range I q I ,< Q, where l/Q is of the order of the interaction range (cluster size). Since Q < k,, k, being the Fermi momentum, and ~, ( q ) is characteristically fairly constant over a range of 2 k,, we may replace x,(q) in eq. (6) by ~~( 0 ) .
From eq. (3), (4) and (6) and r, is the distance from a given cluster to the n-th one.
Since the clusters are randomly distributed in the alloy, the measured susceptibility per atom is the configurational average of eq. (7) divided by the number of atoms. One can show that the variance of the quantity F(r,) is of the order N,'. We further approximite < F(rn) > by CF (< r >), where n < r > is the mean nearest neighbour distance. For a random distribution the probability to find a nearest 4 n neighour at r is [6] W(r) = n, enp ( -n, r ' ) where is the density of clusters, no being the atomic density of the alloy. The average < r > is thus found to be < r > = 0.554 n, 'I3. With x0 given in eq. This will lead to F(r) of the form sin Qr -Qr cos Qr F(r) = J ; (Qd3 (11) As seen from eq. (10) 8 varies with the cluster concentration C and thus is a function of Ni concentration. In particular since F oscillates, 8 becomes negative at low Ni concentration. In addition, comparing eq. (10) with Kouvel and Comly's data for 6 and B (C,, in reference 5), we can estimate Jo and Q-the strength and the inverse range of the interaction.
If we assume that M and Q are concentration independent and fit the data of ref.
[5] at 8 = 00
[I] HICKS (T. J.), RAINFORD (B.), KOWEL (J. S.), LOW (G. G.) and COMLY (J. B.), Phys. and 8 = 240, we obtain P = 0,28 and a = 0,8 x lo6 -. Taking M = 10 pB, we (e. m. u.) find Q = 0,94 n;l3 and 5, pB2 no 1 eV. We find, however, that with these assumption, eq. (10) does not fit the data too well at other points, giving somewhat higher values for 8. It seems likely that a better fit can be obtained assuming Q to increase slowly with decreasing the Ni concentration (notice the Q3 dependence of a).
11.
Resistivity. -Within the framework of the model proposed in Sec. I, one should expect to find in the paramagnetic Ni-Cu alloy, a resistance minimum just as it is found in dilute magnetic alloys.
We follow Kondo's [7] original treatment of the resistivity and express the relaxation time z , , which enters the Boltzmann equation, by where the transition probability, Wk,, is given by
and Here J(k -k') is a constant Jo, only for I k -k' ) < Q and zero otherwise. Carrying out the calculation of the resistivity p, in the standard way, we find where p, = [3 n nS(S + 1)/2 eZ AE,] (V/N) J:, as in Kondo's paper. Expressing p = C(Q/2 kF)4 [po f (Q/2 k,)' p1 log T] and adding the phonon contribution aT5, to the resistivity, we find and If we take C, the cluster concentration from the susceptibility data, the measurement of Tmin and p,, -pmin for different alloys, could provide information on the dependence of e3 M on concentration.
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